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ABSTRACT

Carol L. Raines-Sapp
USING AUTHOR STUDIES TO INCORPORATE MULTICULTURAL LITERATURE
ACROSS THE NEW JERSEY CORE CURRICULUM
2008/09
Dr. Marilyn Shontz
Master of Arts School and Public Library
The purpose of this study was to incorporate one author's work of multicultural literature
to determine its significance in other subject areas within the New Jersey Core
Curriculum exclusive of Language Arts/Literacy curriculum. It was to provide media
specialists and classroom teachers with integral skills, concepts and ideas found in
multicultural literature. The study used one author study, Virginia Hamilton, and one
culture, African American in its evaluation within the New Jersey Core Curriculum
Content Standards. The study showed that readability level of the selected works by
Virginia Hamilton was excellent for students in grades four through six. Also, it was
concluded that New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards that were found and
evaluated within these works directly correlated to grades four through six as well.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
New Jersey is one of the most densely populated states in the nation. It also has a
very diverse ethnic population. The 2006 census indicates the following facts
concerning its population.
Total population

8,724,560

Foreign born

17%

Language other than English
spoken in the home

25.5%

Black/African American

14.5%

Hispanic/Latino

15.6%

Asian

7.4%

Native American

0.3%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Island

0.1% (U.S. Census,2006)

Due to this fact, the New Jersey Public Education system has a great need for a more
diverse curriculum. It needs to be able to focus on the necessary skills and objectives
outlined within the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards and to be inclusive of
the various cultures of student population that it serves.
Statement of Problem
The need for more inclusive multicultural materials, literature and activities has
been an important the topic in education for over thirty years. Researchers suggest that
by the year 2020, 50% or 1 in every 2 students in the United States will be a person of

color (Banks, 1991). It is more important than ever that educators, media specialists, and
citizens address this need for the success of our students.
Children from diverse backgrounds have become the majority in many
North American schools. Who are they? They are the children who differ
from the mainstream by their ethnicity, primary language or social class.
( Delpit, 2002).
Because of these differences, these children face unique
challenges in our schools where learning and teaching generally, and
literacy specifically, are grounded in mainstream assumptions regarding
background experiences with the world and with language, structures and
processes of learning and teaching, and social interaction patterns...
(Delpit, 1996, p.1).
Significance of Study
Media specialists/librarians come in contact with the greatest and most diverse
population of students and teachers. Students and teachers rely on the librarian/media
specialist to share literature and ideas that addresses their needs. They also assume the
information they obtain is accurate and extensive in its scope. Therefore, it is important
to provide a wealth of information to patrons.

Multicultural literature becomes an

integral part of the curriculum and all educators are models and guides so that the
classrooms can become a vehicle for open communication of ideas, facts and
information. Multicultural literature and the discussions and exchange of thoughts and
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ideas it evokes allows for students to draw self to text, text to world and text to text
conclusions in an open non-threatening and informed forum. This gives students a sense
of empowerment through collaboration with each other (Cummins,1989).

Through

multicultural literature, educators can assist students in examining and identifying with
their own cultural backgrounds. Even though some students are aware of their ethnic and
cultural heritage, many only identify with the mainstream culture and only recognize it as
having validity. However, the infusion of multicultural literature within the curriculum
allows for students of various ethnicities to recognize the value and importance of all
cultures in their lives as well as the mainstream culture.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to explore and determine the potential for use of
multicultural literature within the New Jersey Public Education system. The study also
looked at the effects and effectiveness that multicultural literature can have within the
New Jersey Core Curriculum Standards in areas other than Language Arts Literacy. The
results of this study can provide New Jersey educators another vehicle in which to teach
and implement the Critical Progress Indicators of the NJCCCS (New Jersey Core
Curriculum Content Standards) as well as provide a more positive, diverse environment
in which all students can grow and learn. While there are many cultures that this study
can explore, the study focused on one area and on one author of multicultural literature.
The African American culture and the late Virginia Hamilton, an author who was a
Newbery Award winner and author of over 30 books was the focus.

Assumptions and Limitations
Due to the diversity of the student population and society as a whole in the United
States and New Jersey, this study will assume several generalizations and conclusions.
The use of one author and one culture served as a potential model of multicultural
literature and its attributes, content and value. This assumption was that although content
and subject can vary the significance was the same. Another assumption was that the
researcher accurately identified topics selected within the titles that were chosen and
evaluated.
Limitations within the study included:
*

The use of selected titles only since an unlimited number would not allow for
detailed evaluation

*

The use of one author as opposed to a variety of authors

*

The use of one culture in a pluralistic society

*

Addressing only the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards since
standards vary from state to state

*

The use of standards and objectives for grades four thru six
Research Questions

1. What topics included in the selected Virginia Hamilton books would
potentially be useful in areas of the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content
Standards other than Language Arts/Literacy standards?
2. What subject areas, grade levels, and Core Curriculum Content Standards
proved to be most usable and effective in the selected Virginia Hamilton
books?

3. What significance can be concluded/ derived for educators to incorporate
multicultural literature in curriculums and curriculum guides more readily?
Definitions
The following terms were used throughout this project. These definitions were used in
context of the subject as they best relate to the topic.
Core

Curriculum

Content

Standards

(NJCCCS)

-

Are

the

standards

developed by The New Jersey Department of Education that ensure teachers
provide instruction of specific understandings and skills in all content areas and
ensure student performance is assessed in each content area (State of N.J., 1996).
Critical Progress Indicators (CPIs) - are the specific standards developed by the
New Jersey Department of Education which provide teachers more detailed
instruction of specific understandings and skills in all content areas and ensure
student performance is assessed in each content area (State ofN.J.,1996).
Culture - the way of life of a particular group of people, especially their
norms, values, attitudes and beliefs (Phinney, 1996).
Diversity - a range of ethnic and cultural inclusion usually outside the Anglo
American ethnic group (Russell, 2004).
Ethnic groups- a group that is defined by its religion, race, national
origin, language, or any combination of these (Merriam-Webster, 2008).
Ethnicity- the cultural practices, language and traditions used to distinguish
groups of people.
Interdisciplinary

-

involving two or more different content areas. Coursework

requiring more than one discipline or subject (Reitz,2006).

Librarian/media specialist - a librarian trained to deliver services to students in a
school library media center on a walk-in basis or at the request of the classroom
teacher. In addition to managing daily operations, the library media specialist
supports the curriculum through collection development, teaches research and
library skills appropriate to grade level, assists students with reading selections a
appropriate to reading level, helps classroom teachers integrate library service
and multimedia materials into instructional programs, establishes standards of
behavior for the library and assists students in developing information- seeking
skills and habits needed for lifelong learning. Certification is required from
many states (Reitz,2006).
Multiculturalism- a system of beliefs and behaviors that recognizes and respects
the presence of all diverse groups in a society, acknowledges and values their
socio-cultural

differences,

and encourages

and

enables

their continued

contribution within an inclusive cultural context within society (Rosado, 1996).
Multicultural education- a lifelong process of learning and development that
provides students with information about different ethnic groups and helps
students develop more positive attitudes toward these groups (NAME, 2003).
Multicultural literature- literature that contains subjects, topics and information about other ethnic groups, cultures, and diversities that are culturally
accurate, authentic in dialogue and depict realistic relationships (Van Orden,
2001).
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
One cannot deny that multicultural literature has become an important facet of
literature for the past thirty years. This topic has created much debate over its importance
to children and readers in America. It has been a very controversial topic for various
reasons. Researchers have narrowed down these reasons into three main areas: its
political nature, its ideological differences and its functionality differences (Cai, 2002).
The first area, which was political in nature, addressed the conflict over whether
multicultural literature can be written by anyone or must it be created by authentic writers
of given cultures or ethnicities. In the past, writers of multicultural literature encountered
problems when trying to seek publication and distribution of their writings. Nonwhite
writers and illustrators found difficulty when trying to obtain publication of their work.
Most found it difficult to find equal access to have their work published (Cai, p.xiv).
The second factor, that of ideological differences, was due to the fact that most
major publishers and critics felt that multicultural literature could and should not address
issues, ideas and concepts that could be perceived as controversial in nature to the
mainstream culture of America. Some felt that the nature of multicultural literature
should not include topics, ideas or situations that could be perceived as offensive or
uncomfortable to others. Contrary to this idea, researchers have now come to realize that
in order for multicultural literature to be valid and useful, it must be authentic in its

content and nature. It is important that it gives positive portrayals of its characters as
well as realistic behaviors of the cultural or ethnic group it represents. Only authentic
representations in content and illustrations can be considered valid for publication (Lu,
1999). In doing so researchers believe that a better cultural understanding can be
achieved by all who read this literature. This also allows for appreciation of good
literature across cultural lines as opposed to creating negative attitudes and feelings from
the content of the literature.
The third factor, focused on major aspects of multicultural literature. What
exactly is the role ofmulticultural literature? Is it another form of literary aesthetics,
political or cultural warfare, or an educational tool for change? Or is it a combination of
any or all of these factors? (Cai, 2002 p.xv). Researchers have found that multicultural
literature can encompass one, any combination or all of the above and still be valid.

Criteria for Quality Multicultural Literature
The criteria by which multicultural literature needs to be evaluated has been
consistent among various sources. Many sources concur on the necessary criteria used to
authenticate its validity. Denise Agosto stated in an article written in the Teacher
Librarianthat there are five characteristics by which multicultural literature should be
evaluated: accuracy, expertise, respect, purpose, and quality (Agosto, 2007).
Multicultural literature should be accurate in its content representing cultural
events and activities; pictures of characters should represent a diversity of physical
attributes as it is within all cultural groups, not that of one "cookie cutter" look; language
should be accurate with translations available when needed; and historical information

should be correct in its representations and perspectives (Agosto, 2007 p.28). When
cultural content is accurate, the literature needs to have events or activities that are true to
the culture, its people and the time period. Unlike the unrealistic and stereotypical
representation of all African-American mothers depicted as overweight, black, and
matronly or the unrealistic portrayal of all Latino/a people as farm or rural workers. In his
book, MulticulturalLiteraturefor Children and Young Adults, Mingshui Cai further
illustrated how inaccurate depiction of ethnic groups occurred in the book The Five
Chinese Brothers when all of the brothers possessed the same physical characteristics that
typified the images western culture thought of Chinese people- slanted, slit eyes, yellow
skin, ponytails down their backs, and identical coolie outfits. There was no variation of
the brothers' characteristics (Cai, 2002, p.75).
The second characteristic, which is expertise, is very important. Authenticity of
the material either written or illustrated must be ensured. The creator of the multicultural
literature needs to have knowledge or have researched material so that it represents a true
depiction of the topic or subject written. This can be derived from personal information,
insight, or from careful research. "Good multicultural children's books will challenge
stereotypes and promote a realistic glimpse into the lives of diverse groups of people."
( Partners Against Hate, 2003).
Respect is the third criteria. The creator needs to show respect of the culture or
ethnicity by avoiding characteristics like stereotyping, negative or debasing tones, and
unequal distribution of power among characters regardless of ethnic background. If the
creator neglected to be unbiased in any of these areas, the work of literature would be
viewed unfavorably (Agosto, 2007, p.28).
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The purpose of the multicultural literature must be apparent. The work can be to
entertain, enlighten or educate the reader. In doing so, creators of multicultural literature
need to be mindful that the information or images created must not convey culturally
incorrect information even if the literature was a work of creative expression. The book
should not be demoralizing to children or an ethnic group regardless if it is entertaining.
The literature must maintain its "cultural integrity" (Cai, 2002, p.87).
Lastly, the quality of the literature is paramount. The multicultural work should
be evaluated like any other work of literature. The work should consist of a good plot,
setting, characters and all other elements of literacy. Another point is that the
illustrations of both fiction and nonfiction works should maintain a high quality in
content and creativity (Agosto, 2007, p.28). As stated in an article, The Importance of
Multicultural Children'sBooks, written by Partners Against Hate at the 2003 Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights Education Fund:
The books chosen should also represent a variety of settings, problem-solving
approaches and themes, and should provide opportunities for children to consider
multiple perspectives and values. Most importantly, the books must have
universal appeal. Multicultural children's books should not speak to a limited
group; they should speak to all children. (Partners Against Hate,2003).
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The Importance of Multicultural Literature
The criteria outlined have many ramifications for the school library media
specialist. It is the primary function of the library media specialist to uphold the Library
Bill of Rights, Article II which stated:
Libraries should provide material and information presenting all points
on current or historical issues. Material should not be proscribe or
removed because of partisan or doctrinal disapproval (1948, ALA).
It is vital that the library media specialist provide literature that incorporates a multitude
of varied literature for its patrons or students. For many years, this was not the case
within the school library/media center when dealing with the collection of multicultural
literature which was limited or non-existent. Often the literature that did exist was
inaccurate and/or stereotypical.
According to the Cooperative Children's Book Center, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, of the 4,500 children's books published in the United
States in 1997, 88 were by African-American authors and/or illustrators, 88
were by Latino/a authors or about Latino/a themes, 64 books were on Native
American themes and 66 were about Asian and Asian Americans. Of the 66
books about Asians, only six were about Asian-American children living
in the United States in the 1990s and 14 of the titles were folklores
(Partners Against Hate, p.1).
Good multicultural literature must be examined by the library media specialist and added
to the library collection. Stereotypes of any ethnic, cultural or gender group need to be
replaced with fresh, new images. This begins to eounteract the negativity that
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stereotyping has played in literature (Cai, 2002, p.75). Consequently, this aids in raising
self-esteem of the groups represented in multicultural literature as well as gives a more
accurate depiction of culture to the dominant cultural group. It can be an outstanding
vehicle for exposure to other cultures outside the dominant culture. As a result, students
of the dominant culture can gain a greater understanding and insight to diverse cultures.
Multicultural literature can provide a multitude of chances for others to examine, reflect
and understand issues that have been sensitive to children such as prejudice,
discrimination and other unfounded mindsets that plague the uninformed reader or
student (Lowery, Sabis-Burns, 2007).
Politicizing the voices of African American, Native Americans, and other
racial and ethnic groups has the potential to broaden the focus ...
that provide more easily realized connections between the past and
present (Willis, 1996).
The inclusion of good multicultural literature would become an aid to the students
across all ethnicities in their quest to understand themselves and others. It can be a
positive factor that connects various cultures and people. Cai (2002) defined cultural
borders as either physical or geographical borders. He explained that physical borders
are when one enters a place that has cultural differences such as a Native American
reservation. Although it is a geographical place, it also has cultural attributes that make it
different from other geographical locations. The next kind of cultural border Cai called a
"difference border," due to that fact that the differences were marked by values,
experiences, beliefs, tradition or history. Lastly, the third type of cultural border Cai
referred to was "the inner border," which was determined by one's mindset. This "inner
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border" could be positive, negative, fearful or prejudicial. The experiences in life or
education of children would determine which of these, if any, exist for children (Cai,
2002, p.117).
The inclusion of good multicultural literature is a means to overcome these
cultural borders. It provides a vehicle for children to relate positively to another culture
and experience other cultures without intimidation. When mathematics teachers
participated in workshops dealing with multicultural literature, the researcher, Christine
Sleeter, found that the majority of the teachers developed positive feelings and images for
racial diversity at the conclusion of the staff development. Teachers understood the
connections between race, student self-image and student- student relationships upon
conclusion of their study. They concluded that the inclusion of good multicultural
literature across the curriculum would be beneficial to their students and in their
classrooms (Sleeter, 1997).
The inclusion of good multicultural literature in the school library media center
has many attributes for students' ability to positively cross cultural borders and broaden
their knowledge. Ultimately, as stated in the article by Partners Against Hate:
Children's books, at their best invite children to use their imaginations,
expand their vocabularies and gain a better understanding of themselves and
others. ... children can learn to respect not only their own cultural groups,

but also the cultural groups of others. Children's literature serves as both a
mirror to children and as a window to the world around them by showing people
from diverse groups playing and working together, solving problems and overcoming obstacles.. .People share common feelings and aspirations (Partners
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Against Hate, p.1).

Approaches to Teaching
There are several approaches that can be used to infuse multicultural literature
within the curriculum. One way is to use it as an addendum to the curriculum and to
teach it apart from the core curriculum. James Banks identified this approach as a
"contribution" or "additive" approach (Banks, 1989). This approach only infused
multicultural literature during months, weeks, or special times such as Black History
Month, Native American Month or National Hispanic Month. This approach is
reflective of the Eurocentric mindset that no forms of multicultural literature are worthy
to be deemed "classic" within the framework of "cultural literacy" (Cai, 2002, p. 13 1).
Sleeter stated in her research on using multicultural literature in mathematics that when
math teachers,
Viewed mathematics as a decontextualized and sequenced set of skills to
practice... the teachers were not asking questions about ... how children use
numeracy in their daily lives or how diverse peoples historically created
mathematics...multicultural education also limited how they might apply it to
mathematics (Sleeter, 1997).
Another way is to incorporate it in the core curriculum of the classroom. Banks
and Banks (Banks & Banks, 1989) stated that multicultural education is a way of
teaching and learning that:
*

acknowledges and respects cultural difference through varied teaching and
organizational methods;
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" promotes the achievement of all ethnic, immigrant, racial, socioeconomic,
and linguistic groups, as well as children of both genders and those with
exceptionalities; and
" has curriculum content that honors the experiences and perspectives of
different cultural groups (Banks, 2001).
Many researchers believed that using this approach to multicultural literature was
more inclusive and beneficial to children. It is for this reason, this research will focus on
the latter approach as a means of using multicultural literature within the classroom.
When used effectively, the primary goal is to use multicultural literature as a means to
inform and empower (Cai, 2002, p. 1 34).
Summary
The research examined multicultural literature through one culture and one
author. Although there are various cultures that could be examined, as an in-depth study
this study research focused on the African American culture through the work of the
renowned late author, Virginia Hamilton. The study examined and analyzed selected
works by Virginia Hamilton within the context of the New Jersey Core Curriculum
Contents for the grades four through six. The researcher was able to show the multitude
of Critical Progress Indicators that could be applied within this one author's literature as
an example of how all multicultural literature can be infused within the mainstream
curriculum. As stated by Cai(2002) although informing students about information of
their own and other cultures is important, the goal is not only to inform students but to
empower them (Cai, p.1134).
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

The study was designed to provide a sample integrated curriculum guide using
multicultural literature with New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards subjects. It
was intended to illustrate the use of one author's works, Virginia Hamilton, to utilize
themes, ideas and concepts within Science, Social Studies, Math and Music. The
Language Arts Literacy curriculum was not included because the researcher believed that
by using one author and concentrating on some of her bodies of work, a more concise
understanding of multiculturalism and its significance that goes beyond the appreciation
of literature would develop. Hence, the value of multicultural literature would be
identified in a wide variety of Curriculum areas and made more useful to educators
throughout New Jersey.

Research Questions
As stated in Chapter One, the research questions are as followed:
1. What topics included in the selected Virginia Hamilton books would
potentially be useful in areas of the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content
Standards other than Language Arts/Literacy standards?
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2. What subject areas, grade levels, and Core Curriculum Content Standards
proved to be most usable and effective in the selected Virginia Hamilton
books?
3. What significance can be concluded/ derived for educators to incorporate
multicultural literature in curriculums and curriculum guides more readily?
The research encompassed the following phases. The researcher read numerous
titles of Virginia Hamilton books. There were over ten books and anthologies read that
were written by Virginia Hamilton. After reading the books, seven were selected based
on the criteria below.
*

Readability and interest levels suitable for students in grades four to six.

*

Main ideas and topics that would appeal to students in grades four to six.

*

Topics that addressed the New Jersey Core Curriculum Standards in Social
Studies, Science and Math and Music.

*

Common themes which were present throughout these novels: Dryslongo, The
House of Dies Drear,Jaquarundi,The People Could Fly, The Planet of Junior
Brown, Time Pieces, and Zeely.

The next phase entailed listing the themes or key words that were pervasive in the
seven titles selected (see Table 1). Although there were many themes and key words that
could be addressed in these bodies of work, only those that were relevant to the content
area subjects were selected for this study.
Once the themes and key words were established, the researcher consulted the New
Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards (NJCCCS) to locate the standards, strands and
Cumulative Progress Indicators (CPIs) that correlated to the themes within these novels.
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Table I Themes Represented in
Selected Virginia Hamilton Books

Key Words & Themes
Astronomy/stars/aurora
borealis/planets

Planet of
DrylongsoCo
Junior
(1st ed,
th
Zeely (2nd Brown (1st Harcourt Jaguarundi Time Pieces b(
ed, Aladdin ed, Aladdin Brace & Co.
(1sted,
(1sted,
edA
Pub.,
Pub.,
Pub.,
Scholastic Scholastic
c.1993)
c.1971)
c. 992)
Inc., c.1995) Inc., c.2002)
X

X

X

Weather/wind/rain/tornado/lightningxX

X

Animal Behavior towards Nature

X

X

X

Farming

X

X

X

X

X

Slavery! Underground Railroad

Oral TraditionlTelling StorieslFamily
Stories

Endangered

AnimalslEnvironment

TransportationX

X
X

__________XXX

xX

X

___________X

x

Measurement! Geometric Shapes
Patterns

X

x

XX

X

Each NJCCCS and CPIs was examined for relevancy. The researcher found that
sophistication and understanding increased as the grade levels progressed. The spiraling
of skills and concepts was apparent, hence making the use of all the books selected
relevant at all levels chosen. It was noted that at each progressive grade level, students
were expected to have a greater understanding of concepts, therefore making delving into
the books different at each grade level.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Procedure/Methods

The study showed that there were numerous New Jersey Core Curriculum Content
Standards (NJCCCS) addressed within the books read. Virginia Hamilton readily used
literature as a historical and social commentary creating an insight to African American
society. The predominant content area in all the books the researcher found was Social
Studies. Therefore, the researcher evaluated each work of literature and determined the
NJCCCS that were predominant in the seven titles provided (see Table 1).
Literature Evaluation: Zeely
Zeely was Virginia Hamilton's first work selected and analyzed. It was a social
commentary of an African American girl's "coming of age" story. Throughout this work,
Hamilton shared this character's thirst to know herself and everything around her.
Because of this, there was an overwhelming utilization of Social Studies Content skills.
The understanding of historical, cultural and family background was illustrated
throughout the novel (see Table 4). Hamilton demonstrated the main character's desire
to connect to her ancestral history. This was a predominating theme throughout the
fourth, fifth and sixth grade Social Studies CPIs.
Another subject area that was major in Zeely was Science. Hamilton used the main
character's lack of experience of the rural lifestyle to develop the events and experiences
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Table 4
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Social Studies
Grade 4
f,

All students will utilize historical thinking, problem solving, &

research skills to maximize their understanding of civics, history,
geography, & economics.
6.1.4.A.1: Explain how present events are connected to the
past.

X
X
~----

6.1.4.A.2: Apply terms related to time including years, decades,
centuries, & generations.
6.1.4.A.3: Locate sources for the same information
6.1.4.A.5: Distinguish between an eyewitness account & a
secondary account of an event.
6.1.A.5: Distinguish fact from fiction.

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

6 4.4B State & Nation Students: learn about important issues
& personalities that have influenced the state & the nation.

x

6.4.4.B.8: Discuss the value of the American heritage
including: Diverse folklore & cultural contributions from New Jersey
& other regions in the U.S.

X

x

X

X

X

x

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

x

6.6.4.B: Place & Regions
6.6.4.B.1: Identify the physical & human characteristics of
places & regions N.J. & the U.S.

X

X

6.6.4.B.2: Explain changes in places & regions over time &
consequences of those changes.

]

Grade 5
All students will utilize historical thinking, problem solving, &
research skills to maximize their understanding of civics, history,
geography & economics.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

6 2.5.E: International Education: Global Challenges, Cultures &
Connections

X

X

6.2.5.E.6: Describe how one's heritage includes personal
history & experiences, culture, customs, & family background.

X

X

6.1.5.A.1: Analyze how events are related over time.

SX
X

6.1.5.A.2: Use critical thinking skills to interpret events,
recognize bias, point of view, & context.
6.1.5.A.3: Assess the credibility of primary & secondary
sources.
6.1.5.A.10: Distinguish fact from fiction by comparing sources
abut figures & events with fictionalized characters & events.
6.1.5.A.11: Summarize information in written, graphic, & oral
formats.

6.2.5.E.13: Analyze how prejudice & discrimination may lead
to genocide as well as other acts of hatred & violence for the
purposes of subiugation & exploitation.

X

X

X

X

X

X

6 4 United States/New Jersey
6.4.5.A Family & Community
6.4.5.A.1: Discuss how families long ago expressed &
transmitted their beliefs & values through oral tradition, literature,
songs, & celebrations.
6.4.5.C: Many Worlds Meet (to 1620)
6.4.5.0.7: Analyze the cultures & interactions of peoples in the
Americas, Western Europe, & Africa after 1450 including the
transatlantic slave trade.
6.4.5.0.8: Discuss how millions of African, brought against
their will from Central Africa to the Americas, including Brazil,
Caribbean nations, North America & other destinations, retained
their humanity, their families & their cultures during enslavement

X

- -x

X

x

X
X

4

x_

X

6.4.5.F: Expanision & Reform (1801-1877)
6.4.5.F.11: Understand that the institutions of slavery in the
U.S., resitstance to it, & New Jersey's role in the Underground
Railroad.

X

x

6.4.5 G: Civil War & Reconstruction (1850-1877)
6.4.5.G.1: Explain the major events, issues, & personalities of
the American Civil War

x
X

G 6 Geography

6.6.5

X
x

B: Place & Regions

6.65.D: Human Systems

Grade 6
',: All students will utilize historical thinking, problem solving, &
research skills to maximize their understanding of civics, history,
geography, & economics.

4.~1_~_

V.

X
X

6.1.6.A.1: Analyze how events are related over time.
6.1.6.A.2: Use critical thinking skills to interpret events,
recoqnize bias, point of view, and context.

_

X

x

X

x

x

x

x

X
X

x

X

x

X

x

X

x

6.1.6.A.3: Assess the credibility of primary & secondary
sources.
6 2 Civics

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

6 2.6 E: International Education: Global Challenges, Cul
and Connections
6.2.6.E.6: describe how one's heritage includes persor
history & culture, customs, & family background
6.2.6.E.8: Discuss how global challenges are interrelat
complex, & changing & that even local issues may have a c
dimensions (eg., environmental issues, transportation).
6.276E13: Discuss the impact of stereotyping on
relationships, achievement, & life goals.
64 United States/New Jersey History
6.4.6.A.1: Discuss how families long ago expressed &
transmitted their beliefs & values through oral traditon, liters
songs, & celebrations.
6.4.6.C: Many Worlds Meet (to 1620)
6.4.6.C.7: Analyze the cultures & interactions of people
Americas, Western Europe, & Africa after 1450 including tttransatlantic slave trade.

X

x

x

X

X

X

--------------------------

X

6.4.C.8: Discuss how millions of African, brought against their
will from Central Africa to the Americas, including Brazil,Caribean
nations, North America & other distinations, retained their
humanity, their families, & their cultures during enslavement.
6.4.6.D: Colonization & Settlement (1585-1763)
6.4.6.D.6: Identify factors that account for the establishment of
African slavery in the Americas.

X
x

X

X

-X

X

she encountered. Zeely's new encounters with the weather, farm animals and night
sky enhanced her experiences throughout the novel. These experiences helped develop
various Science standards and CPIs, especially in grade 4 (see Table 3).
The areas of Math and Music were seldom used in Zeely. There were a few standards
appropriately demonstrated in this book (see Tables 2 and 5).
Literature Evaluation: The Planet of JuniorBrown
The next novel analyzed was The Planet of JuniorBrown. Hamilton focused this
book around the musical genius of her main character, Junior Brown. This novel
centered on the quest of a child musical prodigy's inability to realize his true potential
due to his numerous physical, mental and emotional issues. Hamilton helped Junior
Brown manage these issues by providing Buddy, an unlikely character, as his best friend
and confidant. This novel was complex yet provided many standards in Social Studies,
Science, Music and Math. Hamilton's central theme of an African American musical
prodigy related to many Music Standards and CPIs. Junior Brown's ability to play and
love of the piano included many of the musical elements necessary as noted in the Music
CPIs (see Table 5). Hamilton captivated her readers with this theme throughout the book
because it was both a positive and negative influence in Junior Brown's life. The
NJCCCS Music standards and CPIs were strongest in this novel of all the books
reviewed.
Another pervasive theme was that of Astronomy and Solar System. The use of the
Solar System became an aid for Junior Brown as he conquered his issues. Therefore, the
Science CPIs addressing the solar system throughout grades four, five, and six could be
used easily (see Table 3).
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Math
Grade 4
All students will develop spatial sense &
ability to use geometric properties,
relationships & measurement to model,
describe & analyze phenomena

4.2.4.A.1: Identify & describe special
relationships of 2 or more objects in space

Grade 5
4 All students will develop spatial sense &
ability to use geometric properties,
relationships & measurement to model,
describe & analyze phenomena
4.2.5.A.1: Understand & apply concepts
involving lines & angles

x

X

X

X

4.2.5.B.2: Recognize, identify & describe
geometric relationships & properties as they
existin nature, art & other real-world settings

X

X

Grade 6
2 All students will develop spatial sense
& ability to use geometric properties,
relationships & measurement to model,
describe & analyze phenomena
4.2.6.1: Understand & apply concepts
involving lines & angles properties of parallel,
perpendicular & intersecting lines
4.2.6.B.2: Recognize, identify & describe
geometric relationships & properties as they
exist in nature, art, & other real-world settings
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X

X
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Science_
Grade 4
All students will develop an understanding
of how people of various cultures have
contributed to the advancement of science &
technology, & how major discoveries & events
have advanced science and technology.
5.2.4.A: Cultural Contributions: The fact
that science is continually moving forward and
dependent on many people from many cultures
5.2.4.A.1: Describe how people in different
cultures have made & continue to make
contributions to science & technology
5 4 4 A_ Science & Technology: The
working relationship between science &
technology and how they advance with the help
of the other
5.5.4.A.1: Distinguish between things that
occur in nature & those that have been
designed to solve human problems.
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Earth Science: All students will gain an
understanding of the structure, dynamics, &
eophysical systems of the earth._

X

X

X
~ilf~

X

X

X

X

5.8.4.A.2: Observe that the properties of
soil vary from place to place & will affect the
soil's

ability to support life.

5.8.4.B Atmosphere & Weather: How
the components of Earth and the atmosphere
surrounding Earth interact to produce weather.

X

X

X

5.8.4.B.1: Recognize that air is a
substance that surrounds us, takes up space,
and moves around us as wind.
5.8.4.B.3: Observe weather changes &
patterns by measurable quantities such as
temperature, wind direction & speed, &
amounts of precipation.
5.8.4.8.6. Recognize that clouds & fog are
made of tiny droplets of water & possibly tiny
particles of ice.

X

X

X

X

X

i

X

X

a

I

X

5.8.4.B.5: Observe that rain, snow, &
other forms of precipitation come from clouds,
but that not all clouds produce precipitation.
Astronomy & Space Science: All
students will gain an understanding of the
orgin, evolution, & structure of the universe.

X

X

x

X

X
-----

X

x

X

x

X

X

x

X

x

~-

xX

5.9.4.A Earth, Moon, Sun System: the
interrelationship of the Earth with the moon &
sun & how they govern the Earths units of time
& seasons.

5.9.4.A.2: Recognize & describe the
phases of the Moon.
5.9.4.B Solar System: the sun & how it
impacts the planets under its control.
5.9.4.B.1: Describe Earth as one of
several planets that orbit the sun & the moon
as a satellite of the Earth.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

5 9.4 D Galaxies and Universe:The order of

the galaxies & how they make up our Universe.

X
5.9.4.D.2: Observe and record short- term
and long-term changes in the sky.
5 1'
Environmental Studies All students will
develop an understanding of the environment
as system of interdependent components
affected by human activity & natural
phenemona.
5 104 A: Natural Systems & Interactions
The relationship & interconnection of
organisms,& their environments, how
Organisms & environment change due to the
impact upon each other, due to the ther or lack
thereof.
5 10.4.B Human Interactions & Impact:The
impact of humans on their environments of
others.

Grade 5

X

X

X
X

X

X

S; - Earth Science: All students will gain an
understanding of the structure, dynamics, &
geophysical systems of the earth.
5.85. B Atmosphere & Weather: How the
components of Earth and the atmosphere
surrounding Earth interact to produce weather.

X

X

X

X

X

5.8.B.2: Describe & illustrate the water
cycle.
5 9 5 Astronomy & Space Science All
students will gain an understanding of the
origin, evolution, & structure of the universe.

X

I
X

X

X

X

5.9 5 A Earth, Moon & Sun System: the
interrelationships of the Earth with the moon &
the sun & how they govern the Earth's units of
time & seasons.
5.9.5 B Solar System: The sun & how it
impacts the planets under its control.

X

5.9.5.B.1: Using models, demonstrate an
understanding of the scale of the solar system
that shows distance & size relationships
among the sun & planets.

X

i Environmental Studies All students will
develop an understanding of the environment
as system of interdependent components
affected by human activity & natural
phenemona.

X

X

X

5.10 5 A Natural Systems & Interactions:
The relationship & interconnection of
organisms & their environments. How
organisms & environment change due to the
impact upon each other , due to the other or
lack thereof.
5.10.5.A.1: Explain how organisms
interact with other components of an
ecosystem.

X

_

X

5.10.5.B Human Interactions & Impact

X

5.10.5.B.1: Describe the effect of human
activities on various ecosystems.

X
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Music
Grade 5 & 6
.)(Creation & Performance): All students will
utilize those skills, media, methods, &
technologies appropriate to each art form in the
creation, performance, & presentation of
dance, music theater, & visual art.
1.2.B: Music
1.21..1: Read music from prgressively
complex notation, including mixed meters,
compound meters, & the grand staff.

--

X

1.2.B.2: Sing independently & in groups,
both melodic & harmonizing parts, adjusting to
the range & timbre of the developing voice.
1.2.B.3: Perform simple melodies &
rhythmic accompaniments in expanded binary,
ternary, & rondo form independently & in

qrou ps.

X

X

1.2.8.4: Improvise simple harmonic
accompaniment, melodic embellishments, &
simple melodies.
1.2.B.5: Demonstrate how the elements of
music are used to achieve unity & variety,
tension & release, & balance in composition.
1 3 (Elements & Principles): All students will
demonstrate an understanding of the elements
& principles of dance, music, theater, & visual
art.

X

X

X

X

X

X

1 3.B Music

1.3.B:Explore musical elements through
verbal & written responses to diverse aural
prompts & printed scores.

X

1.3.8.3: Differentiate basic structures in
music composition.

X

X

The third predominant NJCCCS was in the area of Social Studies. Hamilton used her
ability to write social commentaries to address many of the CPIs concerning the
connection of the present and the past. Also, the global challenge of homelessness was
addressed in a powerful and vivid way in this book (see Table 4).
The final NJCCCS area was the CPIs in measurement and geometry in Math.
Throughout the book, Hamilton utilized shapes, measurement, lines and angles (see Table
2).
Literature Evaluation: Drylongso
The third literary work selected was Drylongso. Hamilton used her knowledge of
atmosphere and weather in the southern United States to write a fictional book about true
events about a drought in 1975. The NJCCCS in Science were represented the strongest
in this picture book. This book provided students in fourth and fifth grades numerous
CPIs in this area (see Table 3). The sixth grade CPIs were not represented as strongly.
Hamilton again used her strong ability to write social and historical commentaries in
Drylongso. The researcher found numerous NJCCCS and CPIs in Social Studies for
grades four, five and six. Hamilton's ability to write vividly about United States
geographic locations and historical events made it easy to use these CPIs (see Table 4).
The NJCCCS in Math and Music were minimally represented in Drylongso (see
Tables 2 and 5).
Literature Evaluation: Jaquarundi
Jaquarundiwas Hamilton's picture book with the theme addressing endangered
species. The genre of the book is that of an African American folktale. The characters
are animals that represented members of endangered species. Hamilton demonstrated
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another one of her literary strengths and popular genres in this book. She was well
known as an African American folktale writer. Hamilton's ability to be a masterful
storyteller gave vivid personification to the animals. It also illustrated a parallel of
people who also are in search of a better and more prosperous life. Because of these
things, this book addressed the NJCCCS primarily in Science and Social Studies.
The problems the animals encountered in their quest for a new home indicated
society's dilemma for many animals today. The animals were confronted with depending
upon hearsay verses firsthand information. The NJCCCS and CPIs in Social Studies for
grades four, five and six addressed these and the physical, geographic, and historical
characteristics in the book (see Table 4).
The battle between the effects of technology and nature are highly visible in
Jaquarundi. It is this battle that has lead to the relocation of many creatures from one
place to another in the book. When the Jaquarundidecided to adapt rather than migrate
to another place it was a clear indication how in nature some creatures do succeed in
adaptation. These NJCCCS and CPIs in Science are readily illustrated in Jaquarundi(see
Table 3).
This book, Jaquarundi,did not significantly address either the Math and Music
NJCCCS and CPIs. Therefore, it would not be one that the researcher recommends for
these subject areas.
Literature Evaluation: Time Pieces
The next novel, Time Pieces, was one of Virginia Hamilton's last literary work.
Written in 2002, Hamilton created a work that focused on numerous themes that focused
on family and community in the African American society. This work, in many ways,
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reflected the same coming of age theme as seen in Zeely. However, the main character in
this book experienced adventures and trials with her immediate family rather than
extended family as in Zeely. Both female characters, Geeder in Zeely and Valena in Time
Pieces, had great imaginations and desires for new experiences. Both characters
experienced new and exciting events that helped form their insight of the past and create
a better understanding of the future. For this reason, there were many Social Studies
NJCCCS addressed in Time Pieces. The pervasive theme of family history and events
and their impact on present events and attitudes was a major theme in Time Pieces (see
Table 4). These CPIs were greatly represented in the fourth, fifth and sixth grade
NJCCCS. Hamilton was able to provide the reader with vivid illustrations of rural of the
African American family both immediate and extended. She was also able to
demonstrate how folklore impacted the African American family. These CPIs were
found throughout the fourth, fifth and sixth grade NJCCCS in Social Studies as well (see
Table 4).
Another subject area that was well addressed in Time Pieces was Science. For
example, the opening chapter of the book demonstrated this by Hamilton's reference to
aurora borealis. The characters in Time Pieces were in search of the meaning of aurora
borealis which set the tone for the main character, Valena, curiosity for learning new and
interesting things. Hamilton used various weather patterns, animal behavior towards
nature, and other elements of astronomy throughout the novel. This novel possessed
great examples of science CPIs for fourth grade. However, in grades five and six there
were fewer CPIs illustrated in Time Pieces (see Table 3).
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The NJCCCS in music were few. There was only one music CPI that could found in
Time Pieces. The researcher does not recommend the use of Time Pieces for the music
NJCCCS except for that of creation and performance (see Table 5).
Literature Evaluation: The People Could Fly
The People Could Fly was a Caldecott Honor Book for Virginia Hamilton. It was
originally an anthology of African American folktales with the folktale "The People
Could Fly" within it. It was published again after Hamilton's death in 2002 by Alfred
Knopf as a picture book with only that folktale in 2004. This is the publication that the
researcher evaluated. The researcher found that due to the genre of this book, the Social
Studies NJCCCS was the predominant subject area found. Hamilton's use of African
American folktales readily availed themselves to numerous CPIs in Social Studies. The
use of historical background and events, particularly from the 1620 to 1877, which was
from the Transatlantic Slave Trade throughout slavery, was a major theme in The People
Could Fly (see Figure 4). It was this time period that lead to the folktale of the book's
title. The researcher found that the use of this book readily lent itself to the study of
slavery in the United States. It would be an excellent literary work to share with students
in grades four through six for this study.
Another content area that could be addressed would be Science. In the People Could
Fly, Hamilton illustrated the agricultural facts and details surrounding slavery. There
were several CPIs in Earth Science that could be utilized in grades four and five (see
Table 3).
Finally, the use of "call and response" as a musical tradition in African and African
American culture was readily used in The People Could Fly. In using a call and response
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chant the main character, Toby, helped the slaves on the plantation remember their
magical powers and enabled them to fly away to freedom. The CPIs in music addressing
this form of music in grades five and six were present (see Table 5).
Literature Evaluation: The House of Dies Drear
The final novel of Virginia Hamilton the researcher evaluated was The House of Dies
Drear. In this novel, Hamilton used the historical fiction genre to create a mystery. It
encompassed the understanding of the Underground Railroad and some of its conductors
who ran it to create a character study of children and other characters from various
backgrounds. Due to the difference of the main characters' socio-economic background
and regional background, Hamilton was able to use various plots throughout the novel.
The main character's family moved to this "haunted house" because the father was a
historian who studied the Underground Railroad and its conductors. Another main
character was one who was the caretaker of "haunted house" and its history. Lastly, the
villains of the novel were those who sought the mystery of the riches of the "haunted
house." Together, the intrigue and adventures made an exciting novel full of facts and
fiction. Hence, the predominant NJCCCS and CPIs that were evident in this novel were
in Social Studies. The researcher found this novel addressed numerous Social Studies
CPIs that connected the present to the past in all grade levels four through six (see Table
4).
The subject area of Science was addressed in The House of Dies Drearalso. Weather
and climate were illustrated within this novel. Hamifton used weather to help create the
setting and mood of the novel at various times. Another CPI that was present in this
novel was that of phases of the moon (see Table 3).
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The last subject area that was represented was Music. Hamilton had an uncanny
manner of adding dimension to her characters by having them be musically inclined.
This was true also in the House ofDies Drear. It was these musical inclinations that lead
the children characters to recognize their similarities as opposed to their differences (see
Table 5). The music CPIs represented in The House of Dies Drearcould help illustrate
various forms or genres of music.
Summary
The seven works of literature that were evaluated above only represent only a fraction
of the NJCCCS that could be addressed in Virginia Hamilton's books. Because she was a
literary historian the researcher found that Social Studies could be addressed in nearly all
of the books evaluated. Virginia Hamilton wrote over forty books and this was merely a
capsulized view of how to use multicultural literature in various subject areas.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
The researcher found the seven books by Virginia Hamilton extremely interesting
in their content and subject area. Hamilton had an extraordinary way of writing that was
so descriptive and detailed that readers are easily able to relate and visualize what
Hamilton wanted to convey. Her style of writing readily grasped readers and pulled them
into each story. Because of Hamilton's masterful storytelling ability, grasp of historical
background, and her insightful understanding of human nature, her writings easily
adapted to skills, concepts, and understandings in areas beyond the Language Literacy
Arts content standards. Often people consider multicultural literature as being limited to
one dimension - cultural understanding. This analysis of multicultural literature in this
study has shown educators a broader view of its usefulness.
Virginia Hamilton wrote over forty books varying in subject and content. There
were many more of her works that could have been used in this study. However, the
researcher determined that the use of these works represented a sampling of all the of
New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standard areas with the exception of art and
physical education. In addition, the grade levels represented were a microcosm of levels
appropriate for use in Hamilton's books. The researcher felt that these grade levels
represented the essential levels at which the students learn to critically evaluate and
interpret literature as they further obtain higher order thinking skills. Therefore, the
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researcher found that these works of literature amply represented multicultural literature's
multifaceted values in education today.

Interpretation of Results
The researcher drew the following conclusions concerning Virginia Hamilton's
works of literature. There were numerous topics that were found useful from these works.
Those that were dominant were in the Science, Social Studies, Math and Music Areas.
In Science, Hamilton addressed topics in astronomy, environmental preservation
and earth science. The ability to use her literature in these areas would enable educators
to introduce and expand the understanding of difficult concepts and skills in a more
realistic and intriguing manner to students.
In Social Studies, Hamilton provided skills and concepts in geography and history
in the world and the United States. Students often find difficulty drawing connections in
these areas because of the perceived lack of relevancy of the subject matter. Through use
of Hamilton's literature students would be better able to draw self to text, text to text and
world to text correlations in their studies in Social Studies.
The researcher found that educators could utilize concepts in Math that students
often have difficulty grasping due to their belief of its irrelevance to everyday life. The
correlation of New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards represented in these works
of literature and that which students themselves encounter was important. The use of
geometry in these texts helped form a practical application for students.
Finally, the New Jersey Core Curriculum Standards addressed in Music in
Hamilton's works were an excellent way to expand the knowledge of music for students.
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For example, many students lack to see the significance of learning to read and interpret
music. In Hamilton's book, Planetof JuniorBrown, it was his ability to read and
interpret music that helped sustain Junior Brown when he could not actually play the
piano he loved. Hamilton illustrated the importance of music and musical notations,
intonations and styles in other works as well. Hence, the researcher found that by using
these works of literature, educators could expand and illustrate the practicality of these
subjects for the students whom they teach.
Although Virginia Hamilton wrote books suitable for grades ranging from early
elementary to middle school, the majority of her literature was most suitable for middle
elementary to middle school. The researcher found that the works of literature selected
were best suited for grades four through six for the following reasons.
*

The vocabulary was best suited for grades four through six. Although the
readability level was suitable for younger students in some instances, the
use of figurative and idiomatic expressions, symbolism and other rich
language was better grasped by students in these grades.

*

The researcher found that the New Jersey Core Curriculum Content
Standards in grades four through six were more directly correlated to the
content of the works of literature selected of Virginia Hamilton.

The researcher concluded that contrary to the past practices and uses of
multicultural literature, there exists a more extensive value to multicultural literature in
the educational curriculum. The past best practices for multicultural literature still
remain valuable and useful, but the researcher has found that these are limited in their
scope for students today. The study has shown that teachers, media specialists, and
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curriculum developers can utilize multicultural literature as a means of inclusion in
curriculum. It was concluded that the use of Hamilton's works provided another vehicle
for teachers and media specialists to give further insight to topics such as astronomy,
music, history and folklore to students beyond the customary textbooks. The researcher
also concluded that Hamilton's works do not necessarily need to be used in their totality
to achieve maximum effectiveness of some of the NJCCCS addressed. However, the
exclusion of Hamilton's works or works such as these would be a determent to students'
appreciation of the wealth of knowledge that her work brings so intensely or eloquently
to the forefront.
The researcher concluded that the significance of incorporation of multicultural
literature in curriculums is vast. United States is a pluralistic society with many cultures,
lifestyles and histories. The appreciation of these differences cannot be limited to
recognition at appointed times or celebrations. Students need to form a greater
understanding and appreciation of the society in which they live. The most
comprehensive manner in which this can be done is through experience and education.
Unfortunately, students are not always afforded cultural diversity in their daily lives.
What greater way to learn and experience this diversity than through literature? Students
also have encountered difficulty grasping new skills and concepts within their
curriculum. Again, what better means of introducing, expanding and grasping these
skills or concepts than if exposed or taught through literature that addresses these in an
easy and non threatening format? The study has shown the endless value of multicultural
literature in education for the 2 1 st century learner.
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After careful study and evaluation of the works of Virginia Hamilton and the New
Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards represented within her works, the researcher
realized that this study only represents the beginning of the need of work like this. The
need for a more careful examination of literature of other cultures represented in
American society and their usage across content standards is paramount for the

2 1 st

century learner. Today's learners are in great need of more relevant information as well
as varied means in which to learn it. It would be useful for other authors and cultural
studies be conducted to enable a more meaningful and inclusive curriculum to our
students. More studies similar to this one would help aid teachers and media specialists
as they strive to form a meaningful and useful "marriage" between literature and skills
and concepts in all content areas.
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